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“Toproping” is rock climbing with the rope anchored at the top of the climb, as opposed to “lead”
climbing, where a climber places protection as he or she goes. Having a top anchor lessens
thepotential distance of a fall and creates a more controlled situation in which to hone your
climbing technique. Toproping is at the heart of learning to climb, and being able to safely set up
and manage toprope situations is a critical component in the development of any climber. While
it seems simple on the surface, topropes must be rigged and configured properly in accordance
with sound safety principles—and that’s where this book comes in.

About the AuthorBob Gaines is an American Mountain Guides Association Certified Rock
Instructor and owner/director of Vertical Adventures Rock Climbing School, based at Joshua
Tree National Park, California. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Warning: Climbing is a dangerous sport. You can be seriously injured or die. Read the following
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IntroductionToproping is the safest way to practice rock climbing techniques. For many
enthusiasts it is the most enjoyable form of rock climbing. It’s true that bouldering, with its
inherent simplicity, is less complicated than toproping, with a great sense of freedom of
movement, unfettered by complicated gear and rigging—the only equipment needed is your
shoes, chalk bag, and maybe a crash pad with a buddy to spot you while you push your limits in
a relatively safe environment. But bouldering is very limiting in another way: The higher you climb
above the ground, the scarier it gets. And one thing is certain: When you fall, you hit the ground.
Hitting the crash pad from 10 feet off the ground can be a bone-jarring experience. Many of my
fellow climbers sustained the most serious injuries of their entire climbing careers because of a
fall while bouldering.Lead climbing is challenging both physically and mentally—figuring out not
only the moves but also the complexities of protection placements along the way. The mental
focus required to lead difficult trad (traditional) routes is intense, including the psychological
aspect that comes into play when you move high above your protection, risking a long leader fall.
Sport climbing is less demanding psychologically, allowing you to push physical boundaries, but
stopping and clipping a long series of bolts interrupts the purity of the flow.Free soloing has been
said to be the purest form of rock climbing, but there is a fine line between the pure joy of fun-in-
the-sun rock climbing, moving and flowing up the climb with nothing but air beneath your feet,
and the sudden shadow of fear that can take over as quickly as a dark cloud eclipsing the sun.
The free soloist faces the possibility of the ultimate irony: falling and dying as a direct result of
being afraid to die, knowingly risking life for the pleasure of pure, unfettered freedom of
movement.Toproping is the safest way to practice technique and build confidence.So for many,
toproping is the most relaxing form of rock climbing, and definitely the safest. With the practice
of sound safety fundamentals, the toprope climber, free from the psychological fear of falling,
uninterrupted from any need to place or clip protection, can achieve a Zen-like purity of focused
movement rarely attained in the other forms of rock climbing. For the novice, toproping is the
best and safest way to practice technique—unlike bouldering, where falls can be sudden and off-
balance because knowing when a fall is imminent has not yet become instinctive. Once you
learn the fundamentals of knots, anchoring, and belaying, toprope climbing is the best and
safest method to quickly hone technique without the risk of potentially injurious falls.This book is
written from an instructor’s perspective. For more than thirty-five years, I’ve worked as a
professional climbing guide and manager of a rock climbing school, working in a toprope
environment. Many of the techniques in this book were learned over these years. From every



guide I’ve worked with along the way, I’ve gleaned some modicum of knowledge. In recent years
I’ve received training from some of the top mentors in the country through the American
Mountain Guides Association, discussing techniques for teaching rock climbing in a toprope
setting and staying current with state-of-the-art methods. I’m currently an instructor for the
AMGA’s Single Pitch Instructor Course, and many of the principles in this book are a result of my
exposure to and collaboration with other instructors.For the beginner, this book will give you all
the information you need to get started. For the intermediate climber, this book will refresh your
knowledge on key concepts as well as teach you some new ones. For the experienced climber,
this book will reinforce fundamentals and give you some new methods for rigging
topropes.Whether you are taking a few friends or family members out climbing or teaching a
group of clients as a professional, the responsibility of a safe outing is in your hands. The
fundamentals of safe rigging and risk management are the same whether or not you are a
professional. My goal in this book is to pass along some of the things I’ve learned from
experience: what to watch out for, and how to streamline the rigging of safe toprope anchor
systems.After you’ve mastered the skills in this book and are ready to progress to lead climbing
and multi-pitch climbing, my book Advanced Rock Climbing covers these topics and much more.

Toproping at Joshua Tree National Park, CaliforniaCHAPTER ONEGetting StartedSite
SelectionThe ideal toprope crag is less than 100 feet high, with an aesthetic, sheer face of rock.
It offers an easy walk to the top of the cliff; bomber anchors; clean, solid rock that minimizes
rockfall danger; and a flat, comfortable base for belaying and hanging out. The perfect cliff has
numerous routes at the level you find enjoyable and challenging for a fun day at the crag. To find
your ideal crag, consult a climbing guidebook or ask for recommendations at your local climbing
retail shop.A topo is a photo or other diagram detailing the location of the routes on a particular
cliff.Guidebooks and RatingsGuidebooks will usually give you a description of how difficult it is to
approach and descend from a particular cliff, along with a description of the location and rating
of the routes on the cliff. Most guidebooks include topos—either a photo of the cliff with the route
lines marked, along with a verbal description, or a diagram of the routes with the route lines
marked and symbols identifying the location of features like cracks, corners, chimneys, trees,
bolts, fixed rappel anchors, etc. Studying a guidebook’s description can tell you if the top of a
particular cliff can be easily approached and descended without any Class 4 or 5 climbing.
Wellknown toproping cliffs are usually popular because they have easy access, good anchors,
and goodquality climbs.This is the Class 1–5 rating system:A Typical Day of TopropingJohn and
Jill had done their homework and studied the guidebook before they arrived at their crag of
choice. From the parking area it was just a short hike to the crag. It was a fine spring day, sunny
but cool, and as luck would have it, they had the crag all to themselves. Jill pulled the guidebook
out of her pack and surveyed the rock face.“It says the approach to the top is Class 3 over on the
north side. Let’s gear up here. There are a bunch of routes we can set up!”They put on their
harnesses and sorted their rack. Between them they had two sets of cams to 3 inches, plus a



good selection of nuts, carabiners, and slings, two cordelettes, a 100-foot low-stretch rigging
rope, and a 60-meter dynamic climbing rope. They both were wearing approach shoes with
sticky rubber, which gave them confidence in their footing for the short but exposed scramble to
the top.“Let’s set up the 5.6 to warm up,” John said.They built two separate anchors—each with
three cams equalized with a cordelette—and then used their extension rope, configured in the
Joshua Tree System, to extend the rigging over the edge of the cliff so that the climbing rope
would not be running over a sharp edge that could cause wear or even cut it. They each used a
double-length nylon sling, attached to one leg of the rigging rope with a klemheist knot,
connected to the belay loop on their harness with a locking carabiner, to protect themselves as
they approached the edge. They each rappelled down by pre-rigging their ATC (Air Traffic
Controller) rappel devices onto the climbing rope, backed up with an autoblock knot.When they
were both back down at the base, Jill built a ground anchor by slinging a tunnel between two
boulders. Since John outweighed her by 100 pounds, she’d learned to always anchor herself
when belaying him so she wouldn’t get pulled from her stance if he fell. She tied into the end of
the rope and connected herself to the ground anchor with a clove hitch, a knot that allowed her
to easily adjust the length of the anchor rope. They checked each other’s harness buckles and
knots, a safety ritual they always went through before every climb.“On belay?” John asked.“Belay
on,” Jill responded.“Climbing,” John said.“Climb on,” Jill responded. These well-practiced
commands were standard on all their climbs and allowed them to make absolutely certain that
each knew what the other person was doing.Jill belayed John while he did the climb. When he
reached the top and was ready to be lowered, John yelled, “Tension.”“Tension on,” Jill said as
she pulled the rope tight to hold John’s weight.“Lower me,” John said.“Lowering,” Jill said, and
she slowly began to feed rope through her belay device while John “walked” down the climb in a
sitting position with his feet out in front of him.When he got to the ground, John said, “Off
belay.”“Belay off,” Jill said. She took the rope out of her belay device, untied from the ground
anchor, and got ready to climb.They both did the climb twice, and when Jill reached the top the
second time, she topped-out to rig another climb. “Off belay,” she called to John after she was
safe. “Belay off” was John’s response after he had unclipped the rope from his belay device.Jill
rigged another anchor on the highest part of the cliff directly above the next climb they wanted to
toprope, a steep and intimidating 5.8 crack. Her anchor consisted of four cams in two separate
cracks, equalized to a master point with slings and a cordelette. To safeguard herself while
building the anchor, Jill had clipped into what she considered her best cam with a sling attached
to her harness. She backed up her rappel device with an autoblock. She had John tie knots in
the ends of her rappel rope to close the system, a habit they always used while rappelling or
toproping in a single-pitch scenario.Jill knew the climb would be right at John’s limit of difficulty
(crack climbs were not his forte), so she placed a cam for a ground anchor and belayed him with
the Grigri, anticipating that he might need to hang and rest. Sure enough, halfway up the crack
John’s forearms were pumped and he was struggling.“Tension!” he yelled.“Tension on,” Jill
responded, and since she was belaying with the Grigri and was tight to her ground anchor, it was



easy to hold his weight. “I’ve got you,” she said. “Take your time and rest up; it’s no problem to
hold you.” After he hung for a few minutes, John said he was ready to climb again.“You got this!”
Jill encouraged. John finished the climb and lowered down, a bit discouraged.Jill waltzed up the
crack, looking fairly relaxed. “You made it look easy,” John said.“Easy on a toprope” was Jill’s
response. “I don’t know if I could lead that. Stopping to place protection would take a lot more
energy.”They took a break for lunch and scoped out some impressive face climbs on the right
side of the cliff. “From the bolt anchor we can toprope the 5.9 and the 5.10a off the same anchor
if we use a directional,” John said.“Great idea,” said Jill. “A two for one deal!”John climbed the
crack again, this time without falling or hanging on the rope, a small victory for him. After he
reached the anchor he clipped in with a sling, then yelled, “Off belay, Jill!” and de-rigged the
anchor.He walked over to the 2-bolt anchor and decided to rig it using a cordelette and a self-
equalizing “quad” rig, knowing that the direction of pull would change for each of the two climbs
and the quad is a perfect anchor rig for that situation. One climb was directly below the anchor;
the other started about 15 feet to the right. That climb would require a “directional,” meaning the
rope would have to run through a piece of protection to keep it above the climb and prevent the
climber from swinging if a fall occurred. John tied stopper knots in both ends of the rope before
tossing it down—the climb was nearly 100 feet high (half his rope length), and the side
directional would make the rope even shorter. He rigged an autoblock backup for his rappel,
allowing him to go hands-free as he set the directional anchor (two cams equalized with a sliding
X) in a crack about 20 feet down and 15 feet right of his quad anchor.Jill and John climbed both
routes twice. When Jill reached the anchor the final time, she decided to rappel down because
the 2-bolt anchor was equipped with chains and metal rings and the downclimb looked a little
tricky. Before she went off belay, she took a sling, girth-hitched it to her harness, and clipped into
both of the rings with a locking carabiner as a safety. After telling John she was off belay, she
threaded the rope through both rings, tying a stopper knot on the end she just untied from, and
checked to make sure John left a knot in the other end. Then she rappelled down to the base.
Once on the ground she made sure the stopper knot was untied from one end of the rope before
pulling down on the other end to retrieve the rope. She warned John when the end was almost
through the anchor: “Heads up, John, rope coming down . . . ROPE!” so that John could move
out of the way and not get whipped by the rope end. Jill coiled the rope and John reracked the
gear. They packed up and made the short hike back to the parking area. At the car Jill pulled out
a couple of cold drinks from a small cooler and handed one to John. “Here’s to a great day of
toproping,” she said. “Cheers!”Class 1: Walking on relatively flat ground and trail hikingClass 2:
Hiking over rough ground, such as scree and talus; may include the use of hands for
stabilityClass 3: Scrambling that requires the use of hands and careful foot placementClass 4:
Scrambling over steep and exposed terrain; a rope may be used for safety on exposed
areasClass 5: Technical “free” climbing where terrain is steep and exposed, requiring the use of
ropes, protection hardware, and related techniques; see Yosemite Decimal System (YDS)Class
6: Aid climbing where climbing equipment is used for balance, rest, or progress; denoted with a



capital “A” followed by numerals “0” to “5” (e.g., 5.9/A3 means the free climbing difficulties are up
to 5.9 with an aid section of A3 difficulty)The Yosemite Decimal SystemIf you travel to foreign
countries to go rock climbing, you’ll notice that every country seems to have its own rating
system, which can be a bit confusing. In American rock climbing we use what is known as the
Yosemite Decimal System (YDS), which rates Class 5 climbs based on the most difficult section
of the climb, called the crux, on a scale from 5.0 to 5.15. A climb graded 5.0 to 5.5 is usually
appropriate for beginners, a climb rated from 5.6 to 5.9 is considered intermediate level, and a
climb graded 5.10 and higher is in the realm of experts and experienced climbers. The “rating” of
a climb is such an abstract concept that to get a sense of what it really means, you need to get
on the rock and experience a wide variety of techniques. For example, a low-angle slab that is as
smooth as a pane of glass can be rated the same as a big overhang with doorknobsize
handholds.The YDS was actually first developed in the 1950s at Tahquitz Rock, a 1,000-foot-
high dome of granite that rises from a mountainside high aboveSticky rubber–soled approach
shoes are indispensable for Class 2 and 3 terrain typically encountered while hiking to and from
the crag.the town of Idyllwild, in Southern California. In the 1940s and 1950s, local climbers
often climbed their favorite Class 5 routes over and over again, rating them easy, moderate, or
difficult Class 5. Eventually, when more routes were developed at Tahquitz, the climbers
subdivided them into a scale of difficulty from 5.0 to 5.9. In 1952 Royal Robbins climbed the first
5.9 route in America when he made the first free ascent (i.e., without resorting to hanging on
gear for aid or rest) of Tahquitz Rock’s Open Book route. It wasn’t until the 1960s that the first
5.10 routes were climbed in America, at Yosemite. It was here in Yosemite Valley that the YDS
rating system was refined, and eventually the 5.11 and 5.12 grades were added. Today the most
difficult climbs in the world are rated 5.15, and it’s only a matter of time before someone climbs a
5.16.One refinement of the YDS is that above 5.9 the grades are even further subdivided into
four letter grades: a, b, c, and d, starting with 5.10a. For example, a 5.10d is the most difficult
5.10, and a 5.11a is the easiest 5.11.Ratings are subjective, abstract concepts and will seem
right or wrong depending on your height, skill level, and other factors like temperature, the
condition of your climbing shoes, and how much you drank the night before. The rating of a
particular route is assigned by the first ascent party, who also gets the honor of naming the
route. A “sandbag” rating is an underrated climb, done so usually for egotistical reasons. With
today’s social media, climbing websites often allow for everyone’s opinion on a climb’s rating, so
the process has become more democratic, and guidebook authors will often change the rating
of a climb due to general consensus.The Big PictureTo understand where toproping fits into the
grand scheme of things, you should understand the various types of climbing situations. Use the
glossary in the back of this book to look up any undefined terms referenced in the text, as many
of the techniques used in other types of climbing, like leading and multi-pitch climbing, are not
covered in depth in this book. But to get things started, here’s a breakdown of the main
categories and subcategories of rock climbing.Perhaps the simplest form of rock climbing is
bouldering—climbing small rock faces and boulders without the use of any equipment other



than climbing shoes and a chalk bag. A fall while bouldering guarantees you’ll hit the ground, so
many practitioners use a crash pad specifically designed for bouldering, along with a partner or
two to spot them and help them land safely. The role of a spotter is not to physically catch a
falling climber but to assist him, like in gymnastics, directing him with outstretched arms to help
him land (hopefully) on his feet and in balance.Toproping is climbing with the use of a top
anchor, typically on a cliff less than 100 feet high, with the rope running through a toprope
anchor rigged at the top of the cliff. The climber is tied into one end of the rope, which goes up
through the anchor and back down to the belayer. As the climber ascends the route, the belayer
manages the slack, and is ready to hold the weight of the climber if he should fall. When the
climber reaches the anchor, he is typically lowered back down to the ground by the belayer.
Another toprope scenario is when the belayer belays from the top of the cliff as the climber
ascends from below.Leading is when a climber ties in to the end of the rope and climbs up the
cliff, trailing the rope below her, with the belayer paying out rope as the leader climbs. The leader
places protection (or pro) and clips the rope into the gear as she proceeds. If the leader falls
(and the protection holds), she will fall at least twice the distance above the last piece of
protection before the belayer can stop the fall. This is known as a leader fall. Once the climber
reaches the end of the pitch (which can be only as long as the rope), she stops and builds a
belay anchor, usually at a good ledge or stance. The second, or follower, cleans the gear as he
climbs the pitch and reaches the belay anchor. If this is the top of the climb, it is called a one-
pitch climb. A pitch is the distance between belay points. If the team proceeds higher, up another
pitch, the climb becomes a multi-pitch climb. Big wall climbs in Yosemite, like those on El
Capitan, have as many as thirty pitches.Trad, or traditional, climbing is when gear (nuts, cams,
etc.) is used for protection and anchors. Trad climbing can have some bolts thrown in the mix of
protection and anchors, but involves mostly gear placements. Sport climbing, by definition, is an
entirely bolted climb. No gear other than quickdraws (short slings with two carabiners attached
for clipping bolts), a few slings, and carabiners is required, as the protection consists entirely of
bolts, usually spaced no more than a body length or two, and the anchor is a bolted anchor.Free
climbing is climbing the rock with a rope for protection, but not hanging on the rope or the
equipment for assistance on the actual ascent. Aid climbing is a form of ascent that uses gear to
support the climber’s weight and make upward progress. Free soloing is climbing without a rope.

Toproping Rock Climbing Twitter Toproping Rock Climbing TMobile Toproping Rock Climbing
Target Toproping Rock Climbing translate Toproping Rock Tyrann Mathieu Toproping Rock Taco
Bell Toproping Rock Tom Cruise Toproping Rock Texas Roadhouse
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Series) Maximum Climbing: Mental Training for Peak Performance and Optimal Experience
(How To Climb Series) Better Bouldering, 2nd (How To Climb Series) Learning to Climb Indoors,
2nd (How To Climb Series) Canyoneering, 2nd: A Guide to Techniques for Wet and Dry Canyons
(How To Climb Series) Rappelling: Rope Descending and Ascending Skills for Climbing, Caving,
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Bruce C., “For what the title says, it's solid.. For a climber with little experience, or a gym climber
moving outdoors for the first time, this is an easy to understand and reasonably extensive
introduction to rock basics. Just beware that it is specifically NOT about climbing bolted sport
routes.The advantage of this book over more comprehensive books in the series, like "How to
Climb Rock", is that it covers everything you need to know for toproping from the beginner point
of view, including basic trad placements for toprope anchors, without becoming overwhelming.
Rather than glossing over the essentials and moving onto more complex topics, the essentials
are the point.Supporting photos and diagrams are excellent and numerous. There is a very
decent glossary of climbing terms. There is also a chapter about considerations for trying to
teach a friend, spouse, or your children to climb with you.My only critique is that the material is
extremely redundant with other books in the series. The overlap with probably any good "sport
climbing" book is probably 80%. The reason I docked a star is because one additional chapter or
two could have extended this to completely cover toproping AND sport climbing.”

The book by Bob Gaines has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 12 people have provided feedback.
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